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GET THE
SHACKLES OFF
OUR ANKLES!

By Alia Bayer

The rights of incarcerated women are held to remarkably low
standards in US prisons, but we celebrate one Victory for,
female prisoners this year in the wake of injustice.
'In early October 2009, The United 'States,Court of Appeals
for the Eghth Circuit ruled that shackling a pregnant
woman to her 'bed while in labor violates the 8th Amendment
to the Constitution because it counts as cruel and unusual
punishment.
-

The case that prompted this decision wa originally filed
in 2004 by Shawanna Nelson, an inmate at the McPherson Unit
in Arkansas. Nelson was imprisoned for credit card fraud
and Thot checks"-both charges considered non-violent in nature,

According to a report on Custodial Sexual Misconduct ii
Arkansas published by Amnesty International, Nelson's leg
was chained to her wheelchair and her hands cuffed in front
of. her when she arrived at the hospital to give birth.
The court ,report states that, upon arrival at the maternity
ward, Nelson's ankles were cross-cuffed to opposites sides
of the bed, preventing her from "moving her legs, stretching, or changing positions." The nurse had to request that
the guard remove the shackles every time she needed to
check Nelson's cervical dilation. The shacklea were only
rethoved at the doctor's request when it was time to move
Nelson into the delivery room.

Due to an inability to move qr stretch during labor,
Nelson suffered extreme mental anguish and pain, permanent
hip injury, torn stomach muscles, and an umbilical hernia
requiring surgical repair. Damage to her scia,ti nerve and
deformation of her-hips will cause Nelson life-long pain
and prevent her rom playing with her kids.

Thanks to the court decision, women like Nelson will be
protected from enduring such trauma while giving birth in
the future, but this is just one stepto protect incarcerated women from injustice. The knowledge that women are
still bein treated this way tells us we have a long way to
go.

htww.âa8.uscourts gov/cgJ-brn/newIgetDocs.p7case..num=o7.24B1&fronter

ht/Jwwwarnnestyusa.ofg/womeVcustody/state&arkan$as.p
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i3y Grace Grinager

Throughout history, the hymen, a fold of mucous membrane that surroundsthe
vagina, has been touted as a symbol of female purity. As the story goes, by
examining the hymen, the skilled eye can determine whether a woman is a
virgin. A virginal hymen is thought to be tight, intact, and unbroken. Anything
else is evidence of penetration, intercourse, and impurity. The hymen is thus
thought of as an object, something tO be used to investigate, determine, and
perpetuate the patriarchal myth that a woman's self-worth is tied to the sexual
history that is imprinted on her body.
The Swedish Association for Sexuality Education (RFSU) recently published a

booklet entitled, "Vaginal Corona: Myths Surrounding VirginityYour Questions
Answered." It aims to dispel this myth using scFentiflc evidence in a way that empowers women to define their identity as sexual beings. It begins by exchanging

the historically-loaded term "hymen" or the new"

cato.i.e." This new

term conjures an image of royalty, of something we should learn about in order
to celebrate and revere. This is exactly what this booklet does. It shows that
vaginal coronas look differently on different women. See for yourself!
Vaginal opening

4nd eO0

(formerlyknown as hymen)

j

The Vaginal Corona is not a membrane that can be penetrated or broken. It consists of somewhat transparent, pinkishfofds of mucous membranes that may resemble the petals of a flower. It is stretchy and relatively superficial, only 1-2 cm
inside of the vagina. In rare cases, the membrane actually does cover the vagina
and must be surgically opened. Nobody knows the function of this part of the female body, although it is wideIyconsidred to be a remnant of fetal development,
something that's stayed with your body sin you were in your. mother's womb.

The myth that one's first experience of vaglna4,enetration is painful due to a ruptured hymen is misleading. The RFSU maintains that sqtall ruptures of the vaginal
corona can happen,anytime during intercourse, regardless of whether it is a
women's first time or herhurrdredth. This ismost often caused because the vagin,
is not adecuately lubricated; it has nothing to do with virginity. Virginity cannot
be physically determined by looking at a women's body,
What is virginity anyway? The'RFSU traces virginity as an Idea that is linked to Purity and innocence in many languages. Deciding whether a woman Is a virgin becomes deciding whether a woman is Innocent or guilty. The body becomes a courtroom, but who is the judge? This questipn points to a larger gendered power dynamic that exists in societies across the world. By renaming the Thymen"
the "vaginal corona" and becoming more familiar with the mysteries of our own
bodies, we empower ourselves to redefine our identities and self-worth. We ,become our own judges. Think of it as a coronation ceremony. For your vagina.
For yourself.

-

*sThe Swedish Association for Sexuality Education has tons of hekstoorgan1zat,ons that work in areas associated with human sexuality.

GREAT publications that are available for free in a verlyof

http //www rfsu se/default_en-us.asp
Other awesome resources on the web

Scarleteen Is that website I wish had been around when ihit puberty. It Is
witty, informative, and accessible to a wide range of lndMdue( experiences

http//www.scarleteeh.com
The international Association for the Study of Sexuality, Culture, and Society is
a research-oriented group of scholars. Their website l a good link to groups

worldwide that work on issues related to sexuality.

http;//www.tasscs.org/
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WE CAll FOLLOW
By Katie Parker

REACHING THE PEAK OF ThE MAIILRHORN,

Annie Smith Peck

A suffragist and adventurer, Peck became
the first woman to scale the forbidding
mountain peak m 1895 writing magazine
articles to pay for the expedition In 1911
at the age of 61, she climbed Mt. Coropuna
in Peru, placing a "Votes for Women"
banner at the summit.
DRIVING IN THE INDY 500:

Janet Guthrie

Guthrie earned a starting spot in the topnotch auto race at Indianapolis in 1977
and the Daytona 500 the same year Her
ninth place finish in the Indianapolis 500
(1978) with a team she formed and
managed herself, was the best by a
woman until 2005.

ORGANIZING LATINA WORKERS:

Luisa Moreno

S

MOUNTiNG A PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN
AS AN AFRICAN AMEIUCAN WOMAN:

Shitley Chishoim

In 1969, Chishoim became the first
black woman elected to Congress,
where one of her first actions was to
introduce the Equal Rights Amendment onthe House floor She spoke
out often about sexism and in support
of reproductive rights and in 1972,
campaigned for the Democratic
presidential nomination, which went
to George McGovern
[P95]

I

After she won the right of
women to attend universities
in her native Guatemala,
Moreno came to the U S in
1928 and could only find work
in a sweatshop To fight the
abuses there, she organized a
Latna garment workers
union. Later, she did the same
for cigar factory workers in
Florida food processors in the
Southwest and cannery
employees in California

SECRETARY OF LABOR*

E'aine L. Chao

Confirmed on January 29, 2001, the nation's
24th Secretary of Labor is also the first Asian
American woman to be appointed to a
Presidents cabinet She arrived in the U S at
the age of eight and spoke no English.
Because of her own experience transition ing

to new country, she ha dedicated her life to
promoting and protecting workers and to
make sure they have the access and
opportunity to build better lives for
themselves and family.
(from htW://www.biograohv.com/womenc.hlstorv/
fi
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WARDED NOBEL ECONOMIC PRiZE

Elinor Ostrom'

APPOINTED HEAD OF UNESCO:

Inna Bokova

.7

Bokova is the first women to head a major
UN commission that is not specifically
focused on women and children She was
the Ambassador of Bulgaria to France and
Permanent Delegate to UNESCO until her
election. A career diplomat and politician,
she served first as Deputy Minister of
Foreign Affairs (1995-1997) then as
Minister of Foreign Affairs (1997) ana
advocated her country's membership of
NATO and the European Union.

jF

Awarded in 2009, Elinor Ostrom is
the first woman to be awarded the
Nobel Prize in Economics Ostrom,
a professor of political science at
Indiana University, focuses on how
local communities often' manage
common resources such as
woods, lakes and fish stocks -better on their own than when
outside authorities impose rules.
The committee highlighted her
research on a dam in Nepal as an
example of bringing local issues of
global inequality to the fore.
chtto://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/

euge/1O/i2/nobeLcconomj/Index.hm[)

(htto//DortaLunesco.or2/sc1ence/en/ev.ohp
URL ID796O&lJRL DO=DO PRINTPAGE&URL SECTION=2
O1.htmj)
-
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vi1ege
a dialogue

Hey AJia,

I am confIise4 about something and have

been for some tune. It has to do with
"privilege." I've tried to dig deeper- into it bat
all I ever get is what I perceive to be personal

attacks and the traditional "you w9uldn't
understand.

system dismiss the hard work of those who
have worked to earn their place in society?
Part of me says yes...' but part of me says no.
If I were to say yes completely, I would have
to put my own life on hold to fight the neverending battle, against injustice (actually, that

would be a life well lived in my opinion)
Perhaps I'm just not getting it, but whenevei I

hear the word privilege being used, I don't
hear it as a balancing argument that seeks
equality; I see it as an attack on a certain
premise that many cultures hold to be true:
that respect and hon9r can be earned (beyond

the base level of respect that EVERYONE
deserves as a human being) and that status
and privilege are granted to those who earn
them as signs of accomplishment or superior
ability.
This (hinking

extends beyond my own

military and American culture. It is part of
Japanese cultuie (where worth is measured in

many cases by the job you have) and in
university cultures (where your worth is

and yet I believe I must earn leverage, status,
and respect within this very broken system to
have the ability to change it. I tend to want to hide from painful truths and
ignore the obvious... I mean, a straight white
boy's underdog story of rising from nothing
and taking on the world against the odds (a

story that would fill me with admiration).
means less to another because somewhere in

the system, someone else's underdog story
was- denied due o racism, sexism, or other
unjust inequity... I still cant bring myself to
denounce that kid's triumph, and why should
I? He struggled! Oppreèsed groups struggle

too... Who struggled more? I can't answer
that.

measured by the level of education you've
attained). I am not talking about our intrinsic

worth as human beings, but that worth that
separates individuals from the mediocrity of
"average" and gives them instant credibility
among peers, even without knowing them.

I was just, laying in bed thinking about this
and the truth is, it's been building up in .my
head for years. So many anles, questions,
incomplete thoughts, unworded ideas. For a
long time, I accepted the "you 'don't walk in
my shoes" statement, but the longer I bottled

realize that there are inequities, glass

it away with that excuse, the more uncertain I

ceilings, etc. that are being fought against.

became when I read or talked about it.

I

But this is where I am torn by the whole
thing does admitting the existence of unjust

inequities and unearned privileges in our

-Chris

-

Chris,

It seems to me like you are trying to uiidei- be exclusively the RIGHT ways.
stand why privilege is demonired, and
particulafly, how to value a person's hard You see, to me, privilege is a value system. The
work to advance themselves within society. Is things that are highly valued are more carefidly
considered, talked about, ilmded, etc. Ad it's
gaining clout really such a bad thing?
often the people in power who detennine.what
There are plenty of people (and by plenty, I is valued, but is this fair? Should anyone have
mean a crazy majority) who work hard all of the right to say who can or can't get married?

their lives and never advance in society. To say who gets access to clean water? Why
Statistically speaking, most people ne+er should that be denied to anyone?
advance to a higher status than their parents,

and the American dream of prosperity has Even if we could easily redistribute privilege
turned into a dream of how to do the least and prestige, it's impossible for us to determine
work in the least amount of time to get the who is worthy; there is no-scale to measure of
most wealth. Money is power and privirege is
power, especially in our system and political
climate.
-

the amount of adversity one overcomes in life.
Sadly, those who have the most to overcome
are alo those that are seen as least credible, of
least economic value, and least deserving of

Personally, I think more socially conscious basic rightsthe same we consider to be
individuals, if we can advance them in underprivileged. They are truly marginalized
politics, corporations, media and the like, will because theirpersonhood is reduced. Buti and
improve our world and the fight for equality. this is 'my question to you, ae margirniiized
For this ideal to work, however, people need groups underprivileged, or are those who can

to understand that with great power and keep them in that state over-privileged?
privilege comes immense resp9nsibility to the
local AND global communities. Whereas this While I think it is natural to respQnd to our typo
responsibility starts with respect for human of society, rife with hierarchy, with a desire to

gain privilege over our peers, I question the
tion needs to evolve to include the ways in motivation to act on it. Creating power differdignity and basic rights, I think the conversa-

which we can spread power and share ence never inspires unity and cooperation How
privilege, so that, socially, we stop consider- can we attain a ociety that values equality and
ing the elite, idealistic, or traditional ways to sharing opportunity? I guess that's just food for
thought

Wirnanhattan - Allyson Dean
The East and Hudson run like
eager hands from tits to hips.

Veins of metropolitan transit
pumping through tle underbelly of
limestone and burial grounds
fallopian tubes of business appointments, first dates, violation and defecation.
Not to mention Jersey sperm leaving Christopher St.
for Hobolcen oriournal Square.
Thrusts from the Verrazano, Queensboro, and TriboroughGas-consuming machines mounting her steel
or penetrating by way of the L1ncoln or Holland.
They leave her dirtier each day,
returnin to the pristine--Connecticit or Westchester.
And when Queens and Staten turn off their lights
her sign stays to "open

Buildings like needles stand erect from concrete flesh
broadcasting, negotiating, ruling.
Each new avenue a stretch mark of industrialization
scarnng history uponfier

A new diagnosis for Lady Libertygentrification,'
with each new MBAand business suit.
Alphabet City now composed of stock symbols and
Chelsea mornings died before Joni or Dylan with the birth of elitist galeries full of yesterdays ideas
Cigarette butts and urine streams
blemish her with "fuck off's and cab horns

and to bohemiathe kid with paint on his leg
orthe old man trying tobring back the jazz tothis town
with a rusty sax and a good pair of shoesthis is secular heaven.
To bohemia this is the pulse
where the suitshave silenced her with GNP and CEO and
other three letter rnanslaughters,
there still remains the seedy alleys and three'chord punk rifts-

'e4ld4cafte. 7'4te. Sed - am ?41gda
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Dancing Warrior
By Deb Trevisiol
The earth is like a wise elder singing sacred stories deep within an thid desert.
Stones woven into a blanket shredded by betrayal, violence, death, loss, sadness.
and sewn back together with strong threads of rebirth, joy, faith, hope and love.

/

She is a warrior standing anirui

Soaked in raindrops
Her soul listening to peals of hcnii&

Sbe1xws a s
,
Dete
army.

Ourliloo
Our C$ified
Our Shattered

Our Hope.
Our Rebirth.
Our Strength.
Our Healing.

These Hands Can
By Ma Bayer
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B. Y.
This tenn's Di. Y. DIvas am local mothers, Nikki Marshall and Joyelle Petersen1
who opened the new consignment & resale store, the Cosmic Chameleon, fri
September of 2009 with the slogan: "Forever Changing, Forever You"

Here at the Women's Center, we really dug thdlr style and dedication to doing
great work and giving back to women in the community. We decided to pick their
brains on what it takes to go from vision to creation as women entrepreneurs.

W.I.R.E. Tell me a little bit about your store, the Cosmic Chameleon.

Joyelle: Our idea for the store was to be an eclectic resale, but affordable, and
we also wanted to have a family vibe in here. We want families to feel welcome.
And then another big part of it was to represent local artists, so to have local
artisans come in all year round kind of like a Saturday Market so people will
remember to shop locally.
Nikkl: We are also doing community consignment which is kind of like a
conscious donation where'we take alt the donated items and put then out.
When they sell, a percentage of those proceeds go back to the community,
usually to a high-need non-profit.

Why did you decide to start your own business?
J We have a beautiful gift of finding things that people need, and we've been
doing itforever for people justbecause we love it And we are both a little bit of
äddlctivê shoppers.
N Shopaholics Anonymous could not help us.

J: So we decided to try to do It as a busIness.We have been best friends for a
really long time, and my husband really needed me to clean Out my closet so
would stay with me (laughs) and also, we wanted to give our gift to more people
than our friends and famly.

What do you think sets your business apart?
(Togetber): Probably us!
'N: We aren't being exclusive in any fashion, so by being able to offer an array àf
everything for the whole family, we are going to cater to the whole famHy rather
tlan Just an individual. And that's kind of how we are. We aren't just individuals
ourselves, we are Whole families, and whole units of clans and friends and
tribes, and so we ultimately wanted to appeal to everybody.
J: And then we have...we call it our goddess rack, for womenwith different body.
shapes and sizes. We have an array so that everybody feels like there is something for them in our store. We are always trying to make people feel goodabout
themselves and reminding women that they're not allowed to talk bd about
themselves in our store because we'll be like, "Maybe that didn't work for you,
but there's something else that might work"

I notice you have a large selection of chIldren's clothing. Whatis your
purpose In that?
N: Well we always end up finding realty high-end chillren's clothing. 1 mean
children's clo,thing getsecycIed a lot faster than adult clothing.

J: I think making sure that people have affordable clothes for their kids is cruc1t
for us. Like coats. We put our coats out for $5-lO so that we make sure everyone has a coat for winter, and then rein boots. We seek out rair gear and rain
boots: We had a little boy come in here the other day and he was super sick,
and we were like, "You need to put a hat on his headl" And his dad was like,
"Are you trying to sell me a hat?" And we were like, "We'ILGIVE you a hatr If
people don't maybe have ton of money to spend on new outfits, they can bring in
their old kid clothes and they can get a new wardrobe for their kids.

What are your experiences as working mothers?
J: I've had some negative feedback about nursing in public, but I think that's a
woman's choice and especially since we own the store now that's just the way it
is. It's awesome to bring my son to work with me. We have a couple of women
who come in here. They're like, "It's the only place we come now because we
feel like it's ok for our kids to come in here with us." An&then our other children

come, and I think they are learning a work ethic. If they want something from the
store, they work for, It. Letting them know that working for things regardless of
what they are Is a really important thing to instili in our children.

Descrlbe your dream shop to me.
N: Big. (laughs)

J: A bigger space for men because we really want to have them feel welcome.
here, but the majority of our shoppers are women, so we truly do still cater to
women. I think just more space to make our vision a little grander and have a
whole entire kid area so that when moms come in, there is a safe place for their
kids to go play so that they actually can shop.
And a giant bookshelf. And a HUGE shoe section.

+

N: The real lMng room everybody expected
J: I know. I wish we had that, too. We tried to bring in couches and chairs and
Nikki was like, "Oh my,, Joy. Where are those going?" And I was like, "I don't
know. Somewhere." She's like, 'We are running out of space!"

What are the most Important components of a DIY business plan?
N: We actually worked with an organization to help us; it was retired
entrepreneurs-and business owners We walked in and had an informal
business plan sort of because our landlord requested one, but ultimately we just
ended up getting ridiculed everywhere we went because they were like, "This is
not the way you set up a business. You are doing everything backwards." And
we were like, 'Well, pretty much everything about us is nontraditional, so virtually
we are just going to step our way through and just do it. We just needed a little
bit of money to get ourselves started because banks were not lending anything
out. We ultimately let our vision lead the way.
J: I think we are provided for as long as we just sit and we pray for it and we
accept it when it comes. And not to sweat the small things because if we had,
we would have never opened.
We also have other friends who are women business owners and they were
really supportive of us opening because they were like, "More women
downtown, and more busines owners downtown make the community work
better." So a lot of people in the community were supportive of us opening a
business.
[P915)

Do you have set ruIs for yourself?
J: Mostly being diligent about the consigners. Legality ha brought reat1tyirtt*
our buiness. We can't have ever negated those types of things because we
would have just hurt ourselves.
busi-'
We've been friends for a really long time, but weve never really bean'
ness partners, so just finding a balance with that is funny W pinch each other a
if and shake each other around a lithe bit. We have a 11W. Mer wIth a picture of
both of us and when we get upset with each other, we open t up and we're smiling. It's to remind us that our friendship is truly fkst and foremost and the business is secondary.

N I think the next rule that's important for us Is to take days off completely.'
J: We have to remember that the reason we took the days off i to be with our
families.

Do you have any speclflc'goals in mind In terms of helping other workingl
non-workIng mothers?
J We have a lot of mother consignors that knit for us, create jewelry, cards,
photography, children's toys.. Just an array of things that support homemaking
mothers because they have the hardest job In the world alre8dy, raising the next
generation, o allowing them to have some type of income themselves hasbeen
a really important thing.
N: Something long-term we would love to be able to do is some type of
mentorship with people like young mothers. I know down at the Community
Services Consortium, [they look specificailyj through Corvallis and find small
businesses that help people to volunteer in order to get good personal
references and business references and at some point, we would like to be
there. We are just trying to make sure we can keep the door open for longer
than a year.

Anything else?
J: Come find your treasure here! It's a treasure hunt.

The Cosmic Chameleon is open Tues-Sat 10-Op m at
138 SW 2nd St., Coivalils, OR, 97333
Open Tuesdays for donations or trades for in-store credit or cash (when available).
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Strike a Vocal Cord
I wanna talk about voice, about free flowing words, the type that don't apologize, don't excuse or justify; the strong, fierce, hear-my-warrior voice, because
what I have to say matters, is important, and makes a damn
difference. The
voice that builds within our soul extends out through our neurons, synapses so
strong we feel the sparks in our finger tips. The kind that so desperately wants
to make its presence known that it often shoots out in song, in that earth shattering cord that grounds you, calms you, eases the pain. So many of us have

been silenced, told by society that we mustn't speak our truth if our truth is
uncomfortable, painful,, or inconvenient to hear. This is how patriarchy controls
us, tames us, and keeps us down. But I'm tired of staying quiet. It is time that
we méke some noise. To stand up to those who want to control us and todemand that the violence ends.
in this world where my sisters are being:
beat down with images of anorexic, unrealistic, and fake ideals

beat down with policies that exclude us, ignore u, or control us
beat down with the violence that robs us of our being, bf our spirit
killed by the violence that won't stop.

-

Our voice is our weapon, our words bullets that shoot ou and dig in deep. Our
alphabet guns do not kill, but free. Our words can definitely cause a commotion, cause people to think, cause people to speak and spread the truth that
needs to be released.

Of course there will be resistance, those who will continue to try to silence us,
to shame us, break us, crush us, and defeat us. But if we just speak, speak our
truth, we will lodge the bullets, overcome. Let us stand in unity and together
strike 'a vocal cord that will start a revOlution.
-Stephanie McClure
FMLA Co-President

Straight From the bonkeyts Mouth
by Stephanie McClure

THIS 7UST IN WOMEN AT OSU::
ARE ASKING MEN TO STOP
OBOECTIPYINS THEM. HERE'S
RACHEl. WITH A REAL STUDENTS
RESPONSE, RACHEL.

WITH

BETEM'i OM HERE
o PASP5 TO
KGB HAVS N5 EGGUEST

T MIK 'iOU

A RT.S u'
'iAN WHY DO

OVER

GO AJIEM' AND

(NOT ALL OF US

'iou

OUT THERE ARE
SEXUAL FREAKS,

1TEU,OUR

THIS 5 A HOSTILE ATTACK AT THE
MALE POPULATION ON CAMPUS.
URGING US TO 8ACK OFF FROM
LEWDLY CHECKING OUT FEMALES
AS 114EV WALE BY.

TO BE FAM MOST GIRLS WHO
SET THIS MUCH ATTENTION
FROM GUYS HAVE NO INTEREST
IN SUCH THINGS AS READING
AND WRITING ANYWAY

LASTLY IF THEY THINK THEN REQUEST IS
GOING TO PETER US GUYS FROM CHECI(ING
OUT GIRLS, THEY HAVE ANOTHER THING
COMING. NOTHING IN THIS WORLD CAN
PETER A MAN FROM CHECKING OUT A GIRL.
NOTHING, LADIES IF NO GUYS ARE CHECKING
YOU OUT, IT'S NOT BECAUSE SOME PIGGISH
FEMINISTS TOLD US NOT TO. ST'S PROBABLY
BECAUSE YOU DON'T LOOK SO GOOD.

WOW WHAT A
OACKASS!

The above remarks were submitted by a real OSU student in a public forum. Be outraged.

[Pg 18)

Director's Cut: The Weight on our Shoulders
by Beth Rietveld, Women's Center Director

-

1 am often surprised when I talk with a student who believes that women and men have finally
achieved equity. Many extremely inteffigent women' students feel that thcy have achieved so
much on their own and that the obstacles faced by the previous generation of women no longer
exist.
I want to honor the experiences of those women who have had it easy thus far, but I would like
to open their eyes just a bit to the extraordinary weight that women cany on their shoulders.
One in every three women in the world has experienced sexual, physical, emotional or
other abusó in her lifetime.
20-25% of women will be raped during their college career.
62% of female college students report having been sexually harassed at their university.
Less than 10% report to a university employee.
Health insurance companies are more likely to cover Viagra than to cover contraception.
The wage gap broken down by race: white women make 76.6 cents average to $1 for a
man doing the same job. The breakdown,is 64 cents for African American women and
52 cents'for Hispanic women
During a lifetime of full-time work (47 years) this gap amounts to an estimated loss in
wages for women of $700,000 for high school graduates, $1.2 mil1io for a college
graduate, and $2 million for a professionql school graduate.
When women get married they add an average of 14 hours of housework a week to their
lives. For men, it's 1.5 hours.
'
Only 1% of the world's assets are in the name of women.
'70% of people in abject poverty-- living on less than $1 per day-- are women.
There are only 5 women chief executives in the Fortune 500 corporations, the most
valuable publicly owned companies in the United States.
In Silicon Valley, for every 100 shares of stock options owned by a man, only one share
is owned by a woman.
Every minute of every day somewhere in the world, a woman dies giving birth.Women are burdened not only by disease but also by a lack of human rights that affects
their health. In addition, wars, honor killings, domestic violence and female genital
mutilation plague women in many parts of the world.
In the 111th congress of the United States: '1,6.9% of the legislators are women, of which:
96% are White women, 2.5% are African-American women, 1.1% are Hispanic women,
.4% are Asian American women;
-

-

I don't know about you, but my shoulders are feeling the weight of the world right now.
And as much as has happened for women in thc past 35 years.. .there are several lifetimes
of work ahead for those of us willing to take the challenge. Will anyone join me?

Sources: Women's Learning Partnership for Rights, Development and Peace 2009; WomensHealth.gov 2009; AAUW
Website, 2009; New York Times, 11/23/09

